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Classifier

Interpretation with rationales

 
It ’s not life - affirming – its vulgar 
and mean , but I liked it .

2

Positive+

Input (X)

Output (Y)

 
It ’s not life - affirming – its vulgar 
and mean , but I liked it .

Rationale (Z)

Rationale: a sufficient subset of input text to explain the model’s prediction.

Why?



Classifier

Self-explainable rationalizing methods
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It ’s not life - affirming – its vulgar 
and mean , but I liked it .

Positive+

 
It ’s not life - affirming – its vulgar 
and mean , but I liked it .

Identifier What is a good rationale?

Conciseness

Sufficiency



Classifier

What is a good rationale?
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It ’s not life - affirming – its vulgar 
and mean , but I liked it .

 
It ’s not life - affirming – its vulgar 
and mean , but I liked it .

Identifier

Positive+

Sufficient

Sufficient subset of input 
to predict correct label

Sufficiency



What is a good rationale?
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Conciseness

 It ’s not life - affirming – its vulgar and mean , but I liked it .

 It ’s not life - affirming – its vulgar and mean , but I liked it .

 It ’s not life - affirming – its vulgar and mean , but I liked it .

Length (k)

k=20%

k=30%

k=40%

Predict

+

+

+

 It ’s not life - affirming – its vulgar and mean , but I liked it .k=100% +

….

Rationale length to be as short as possible



Conciseness: To be validated…
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Conciseness

Implicit Assumption: “shorter rationales are more intuitive to humans” ?

Yet to be validated by human studies!

 It ’s not life - affirming – its vulgar and mean , but I liked it .

 It ’s not life - affirming – its vulgar and mean , but I liked it .

 It ’s not life - affirming – its vulgar and mean , but I liked it .

Length (k)

k=20%

k=30%

k=40%

Predict

+

+

+

 It ’s not life - affirming – its vulgar and mean , but I liked it .k=100% +

….



How does rationale length affect human understanding?

“Are Shortest Rationales the Best Explanations 
for Human Understanding?”
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Core Statement

We find that shortest rationales are largely NOT the 
best for human understanding !  



Method

● We design a self-explaining model, LimitedInk, which allows 
users to extract rationales at any target length.

● We conduct user studies to investigate the effect of 
rationale length on human understanding using LimitedInk.
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Optimization Objective

LimitedInk: A self-explaining model with rationale length control
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Classifier

 
It ’s not life - affirming – its vulgar 
and mean , but I liked it .

Positive+

 
It ’s not life - affirming – its vulgar 
and mean , but I liked it .

Identifier

Sufficient rationale for 
correct predictions

Regularization on 
masks properties

Output

Input

Rationale

Mask
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How to control rationale length in LimitedInk

Gumbel-Softmax Sampling

Vector and Sort Regularization

Control Rationale Length 
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 It ’s not life - affirming – its vulgar and mean , but I liked it .

How to control rationale length in LimitedInk

Input (X)

Identifier

top-1

Gumbel-Softmax Sampling

top-2
….

top-k

rationale 
length (k)

MAX

 It ’s not life - affirming – its vulgar and mean , but I liked it .

Gumbel-Softmax Sampling

Control Rationale Length 
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How to control rationale length in LimitedInk

Benchmark
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

k n - k

Sorted Mask

approximate by

Vector and Sort Regularization 

Control Rationale Length 



LimitedInk Performance 
Evaluation Metrics

● End-task classification: Task, weighted average F1
● Human-annotated rationale agreement: Precision, Recall, Token-level F1
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LimitedInk performs compatible with three SOTA baselines on the two common 
rationale metrics in five ERASER text classification benchmark datasets.

Results

(k)



Human Study: description of dataset and human task 
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Key Components of the User Interface

 

        Sentiment Analysis:
we randomly sampled 100 reviews 
(correct prediction) from the Movie 
review test set

prediction

confidence

MTurk
Workers



Human Study: preparing rationales 
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 …….. but I liked it ….

 …….. life - affirming  …..

 ..vulgar and mean ….. but I liked it ……

 ………… its vulgar and mean , but I liked it .…

 … not …….

k=10%

LimitedInk Rationales

k=20%

k=30%

k=40%

k=50%

 …. – its vulgar and mean ………

 ……  affirming – its …

 …… not life - affirming … I liked it .……

 … life - affirming – its vulgar and mean , but ……

 … affirming ………

k=10%

Random Baseline

k=20%

k=30%

k=40%

k=50%



Human Study: effect of rationale length on human understanding
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 ..obvious he a loser ...loser and not.. 

 little bit of casting was not done…extraordinary acting 
skills…..look drop dead gorgeous in any situation …..

 

 ········liked this movie······

Review1 [k=10%]

Review2 [k=20%]

Review3 [k=30%]

Review4 [k=40%]

Review5 [k=50%]

.....the story starts to take off when his uncle dies.. not 
having a job……

········ = = = = = ··········· this of course does n ' t mean its 
bad . ·········· arye cross is the stereotypica single male who 
falls in love . ········· 

We strictly control the workers’ participation.

Therefore, participants cannot see the same review 
repeatedly to gradually see all the words.

Rationales in one Webpage



Key Findings

The shortest rationales are NOT the best for human understanding.

0.610.63

Human accuracy and confidence, at the shortest level (i.e., 10% 
length), are lower than the random baseline
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Key Findings

Human performance (i.e., Precision / 
Recall / F1 Score) on each category;

Again, the shortest rationales are NOT 
the most human-understandable.
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Shortest rationales are largely NOT the best 
for human understanding

Take-away Message
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 It ’s not life - affirming – its vulgar and mean , but I liked it .

 It ’s not life - affirming – its vulgar and mean , but I liked it .

 It ’s not life - affirming – its vulgar and mean , but I liked it .

Length (k)

k=20%

k=30%

k=40%

 It ’s not life - affirming – its vulgar and mean , but I liked it .k=100%

….

Discussion: Rethink how to define a good rationale?

★
Learn to find the right balance between the 

rationale length and model accuracy.



Github: https://github.com/ huashen218/LimitedInk.git

Check out our open-source code 
of LimitedInk and Human Study 

at Github!
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Thank you!
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